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Water Dispenser

Dispensador De Agua
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Major technical parameters of water dispenser

Power source 110~60Hz Temperature 10 ~℃ ℃38

Relative humidity 45%~75% Elevation ability
It's plateau machine
if elevation
surpasses 1000M.

Heating power 500W
Capacity of
making hot water

5L/h( 90 )≥ ℃

Cooling power

Electronic cooling 65W
Compressor cooling 85W
Refrigerator cooling 100W

Capacity of
making cold water

Electronic cooling
0.5~0.8L/h( 15 )
Compressor cooling
2L/h( 10 )
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Operating
environment

No combustible, explosive and corrosive gas and electric conduction dust and no
strenuous vibration etc. in ambient air (the ambient temperature of electronic
cooling machine is 32 . If ambient temperature is <15 , please close cooling
system to avoid the engine body from freezing and freezing off its pipeline.
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List for maintenance measures of water dispenser's common faults

Fault
phenomenon Possible cause Solution

Fail to heat

1 don't turn on heat switch）

2 avoid burning temperature controller）

3 heat temperature controller is damaged）

4 the electrical heated tube inside hot
pot is damaged
）

5 power line is damaged）

Turn on switch

Hand reset

Replace a new temperature
controller

Replace a new hot pot

Replace a new power line

Fail to cool

1 don't turn on cool switch）

2 cool temperature controller is damaged）

3 compressor is damaged）

4 leak coolants）

5 impurities and ice block dry filtering
tube or capillary
）

6 the vacuum of compressor is not
high enough, making cooling effect bad
） rush vacuum and fill coolants

again

Let out coolants, fill nitrogen
to clean, and rush vacuum
and fill coolants again

Weld again

Replace a new compressor

Replace a new temperature
controller

Turn on switch

Doesn't halt while
heating and cooling

1 temperature controller is damaged）

2 leak coolants freezing medium） （ ）

3 ambient temperature is too high, cooling
doesn't halt.
）

Improve temperature
environment, or stop
using cooling function
temporarily.

Weld the part leaking
fluorine, replenish coolants

Replace a new temperature
controller

Don't effluent

7 ice block）

6 foreign body inside the tube）

5 heat temperature is over high, making pot
full of gas. Water can't flow out of faucet.
）

4 the air inside hot tank is not evacuated.）

3 the tube where connects to faucet ties off.）

2 there's foam at the point where water
tank and water dispenser connect.
）

1 pressure inside water tank is lower than
that of outside
） Take down water bottle

and fix again

Pat the body till water
flows out

Fix silicone tube again.

Pat the body till water
flows out

Break heat switch
temporarily.

Check and remove
foreign body

Close cooling system
for 4 hours.

Leak

1 heating temperature inside hot pot is over
high, making connecting tube expanding and
water leak from connection point.

）

2 the ribbon is not locked tightly）

3 the dimensions of tube don't match well,
causing leaking water.
）

4 seal ring is damaged）

5 bucket bursts）

Stop heating and check

Lock tightly again

Replace silicone tube

Replace seal ring

Replace bucket

Common fault and cause of computer display board

Water temperature
is not enough

1 use too much hot water within short period）

2 use too much cold water within short period）

3 heat temperature controller is aged）

4 adjust pressure temperature controller
imprecisely
）

Replace by professional

Replace heat temperature
controller

Take water after a while

Take water after a while

Series No Fault phenomenon Fault cause

1

2

3

Other fault: please check whether line falls off or not. If it's good, replace element.

Cold water temperature
shows “E2”, buzzer alarms

Hot water temperature
shows “E3”, buzzer alarms

Hot water temperature
shows “E1”,buzzer alarms

Hot water temperature sensor doesn't connect or
short circuit (or open circuit) occurs.
Please connect well or replace temperature sensor.

The heating temperature of hot pot exceeds appointed
temperature 98（ ）℃

Cold water temperature sensor doesn't connect or
short circuit (or open circuit) occurs.
Please connect well or replace temperature sensor.




